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They set a tone of impertinence that characterized the IHT for more than a century. The paper was renamed the International Herald Tribune. By 2003 revered journalists of the twentieth century, with contributors from all over the world, some of the most popular regular spots in the newspaper, as well as significant one-off. Century of News: From the Archives of the International Herald. Provides full 17th-18th Century Burney Collection Newspapers. The International Herald Tribune: Historical Archive 1887-2013. Archives – Help A century of news: from the archives of the International Herald Tribune Bruce Singer introduction by Art Buchwald. Creator: Singer, Bruce, author. Publisher Historical Newspapers - News Sources - Research & Subject. This six-part collection of primarily twentieth-century materials consists of: Actual wire. Read more - International Herald Tribune Historical Archive, 1887-2013 Newspapers and News Source Databases - Databases. 17th and 18th Century Nichols Newspaper Collection Library Card Required. Digitised. Use The International Herald Tribune Archive now - Find out about the Turning the Page – The International Herald Tribune - NYTimes.com 1987, English, Book, Illustrated edition: A century of news: from the archives of the International Herald Tribune Bruce Singer introduction by Art Buchwald. Historical - News and Newspapers - Guides at Johns Hopkins. This resource is an archive of transcripts of foreign broadcasts and news that provides insight into the second half of the 20th century. It features the complete archive of the International Herald Tribune from its origins as the European Edition. Subject List: News Library Databases - blogs@NTU Includes over 136,000 titles of books published in the 18th century in various disciplines: arts, law, literature, philosophy. Provides recent international news outside the USA, with archives. The New York Tribune and Herald Tribune. The back page - Columbia Journalism Review The International Herald Tribune archive covers 126 years of reportage, with major newspaper of the Black community in Los Angeles during the 20th century.